
EA =2(k/NXI -..:. k{NXN/N - 1). (3)

This measure has the same properties as AAR and should
be applied to data when OA < NEA. Further, it may be
used to test for the presence of a significant repetition
tendency.

An unbiased estimate of Eq. 2 may be obtained by
counting the number of M choices (k) on independent
trials and dividing by the total number of choice
opportunities (N) (Manning, 1973). This expression is
represented as Eq. 3:

An example of the use of Eq.l will clarify the
situation. Define the S's two choices as M and 0 and the
probability of choice of M as m and of 0 as (I - m).
Dember and Fowler's (1958) expression for EA for a
given S in the free-trial paradigm may be written as
Eq.2:
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Behavioral experiments with aquatic animals
frequently require that the water tank be isolated from
substrate vibrations. Unfortunately, low-frequency noise
is transmitted quite efficiently into an unisolated water
tank, and although everyone recognizes the need for
some isolation, the methods used are usually chosen on
the basis of intuition and on the materials handily or
cheaply available.

In this paper, we describe and compare the vibration
isolation properties of two common laboratory materials
that may be suitable as isolation 'materials for small
tanks of water. The materials were a 2-in.-thick piece of
new polyurethane foam (Serofoam brand, Sears
Roebuck) and two sheets of layered plastic materials
with embedded air bubbles commonly received as
packing material (referred to commercially as Air Caps).

Testing was as follows. Each of the materials was
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and

Vibration isolation for small aquaria*

One additional point may be made. This measure,
although applied here to the spontaneous alternation
paradigm, is mathematically identical with the ARC
(adjusted ratio of clustering) measure developed by
Roenker, Thompson, & Brown (1971) and frequently
used by others to measure clustering of word categories
in the free-recall learning situation. It is undoubtedly the
case that there are other situations commonly studied in
the psychological literature where adaptations of this
equation would be useful.

(4)

(1)

(2)EA = 2m(I - m).

OA-NEA
AAR= N -NEA .

OA-NEA
NAAR= NEA

As is evident from these equations, EA depends on
the deviation of m from 0.5. As this deviation or
preference for one alternative increases, EA gets smaller.
Thus, for example, NEA values for Ss choosing M on 7
and 9 of 10 choices are 4.70 and 2.0, respectively. If
each S is given 10 opportunities to alternate, the
difference between the. maximum alternation possible
and NEA differs for the two Ss and mere deviation
scores do not reflect true relative alternation differences.
Further, if different numbers of trials are given,
maximum deviations differ and deviation scores which
are actually larger may represent smaller true alternation
tendencies.

Thus, a score which expresses the difference between
OA and NEA as a proportion of the difference between
Nand NEA provides a measure which makes the amount
of alternation comparable for different preferences and
different numbers of trials. In the example above, AAR
= .43 and .88, respectively. These numbers represent the
proportion of above-chance alternation present as
compared to the total amount possible. Examination of
Eq. 1 shows AAR to equal 1.0 if the S always alternates
(OA=N).

This measure may be applied to the forced-trial
paradigm (where S receives a forced first choice and a
free second choice) by using the appropriate equation to
obtain EA (Manning, 1':171).

In the above form, AAR can only be used if
OA ~ NEA. If this condition is not met, a negative AAR
(NAAR) or an adjusted repetition ratio may be obtained
from Eq. 4:
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Fig. I. Vibration isolation at different frequencies for Air Caps (e_) and polyurethane foam (~--:). The amount
of attenuation for vibration is shown relative to vibration amplitude of the tank placed directly on the metal plate.

placed under a 5-gal aquarium (12Y2 in. long. 10 in. high.
and 6~ in. wide) filled to within ~ in. from the top with
water. The tank was placed on a l-in.-thick aluminum
plate. Also sitting on the plate 6 in. from the side of the
tank was a 50-lb vibrator (Ling Dynamic Systems
Type 411). The vibrator was driven with sinusoidal
signals from 20 to 1.000 Hz from a Hewlett-Packard
wave analyzer with a sweeping local oscillator. The
movement of the test tank in response to the vibration
was measured by glueing an accelerometer (Geo-Space
Corp. Model HS-l) to the bottom of the aquarium. The
output of the accelerometer was amplified by 40 dB and
measured on the wave analyzer at several frequencies
between 20 and 1.

The response of the accelerometer with the two
materials is shown in Fig. 1 relative to the response of
the accelerometer when no isolating material was used.
From 20 to 100 Hz. the foam provided considerably
more vibration attenuation than the Air Caps, although
some isolation was provided by the Air Caps above
50 Hz. Above 150 Hz. both materials were equally
satisfactory for vibration isolation. with the Air Caps
showing some advantage between 500 and 1.000 Hz.
Neither material appeared effective in eliminating very
low-frequency transients (door slams and footsteps).
Likewise. at frequencies approaching 1.000 Hz. the
isolation due to both materials decreases. However. this
is generally not of significance. since the normal ambient
vibratory noise spectrum attenuates rapidly With
frequency (in our situation. 12 dB/octave). Fortunately.
the best isolation occurs in the frequency range of best
hearing by fishes (popper & Fay. IlJ73).

Several additional experiments were tried to
determine the most suitable configuration for each
material. A single layer of Air Caps provided
significantly less isolation (5 to 10 dB above 50 Hz) than
the two layers. but three or more layers added little

additional isolation. Added weight (about 401bs)
slightly increased Air Caps isolation below 60 Hz.

The results with the foam shown in Fig. 1 are for a
piece that was 2 in. thick and 12~ x 6~ in. on a side
(the size of the tank). The tank was inherently unstable
in this condition, but increasing the size of the foam to
16Yz x 10\': in. in order to improve stability decreased
the isolating effectiveness compared to the smaller piece
by IOta 20 dB up to 150 Hz. Cutting out the center
piece of the foam so that its total surface area was the
same as the smaller piece gave a mechanically more
stable system that provided similar isolation to that
shown in the figure. Two other mechanisms for
increasing stability of the tank on the smaller piece of
foam were to decrease the thickness of the foam to 1 in.
or to use the 2-in. foam and provide foam padded
supports around the top edge of the tank. The
l-in.-thick foam was more stable. but provided 5 to
10 dB less isolation than the 2-in_ piece at all
frequencies. The 2-in. foam with supports had the same
isolation characteristics as the foam without the
supports.

Other materials were tried. including another piece of
"aged" polyurethane foam. This material was
considerably stiffer than the new foam and isolation was
less than the new foam by 5 to 10 dB up to 150 Hz. This
suggests that if foam is used as an isolator. it should be
changed whenever it starts to age or change shape due to
the constant compression of the tank.

In conclusion. the foam is clearly the best isolating
material. but it has several drawbacks that may make it
unsuitable for some systems. It is mechanically unstable
and tends to change characteristics with age. In addition.
the foam loses much of its Iow-frequency isolation
characteristics when it is highly compressed under the
weight of a more massive water tank. WIllie the Air CIPS
do not provide as good low-frequency isolation. thev
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